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art 
- visual reality can be seen in different ways 

- visual reality can be expressed in many ways 

- art work represents a vision on reality  

- without art there is no view on visual reality 
 

 

 
 

- art education is a carrier to open doors of the visual world.  

- art practice of children is based on it  

- outcome is various and can have different side-effects 

- these effects are never a goal 

- uplifting these inessentials to the main goal will restrict the arts to decoration 

 

 STATEMENTS: 

- children need visual experiences to see reality 

- art education opens the world of visual expression 

- experiences are needed to express subtle 

- a personal view only can be developed in confrontation to other views  

art education  

visual language  



reality 

 

visual language 

 

vision 

subject 
dialogue 



visions on reality  

decorative view 
expressive view 

abstract view impressive view 



another view through another angel 

what you see is what you see? 

how green is a Christmas tree? 
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collecting the things you normal put in your pocket gives a remarkable 

collection what can be used in different ways 

making small drawings of all the stuff in the box 

 

trying different arrangements on paper 

the painted results are different as children are 



a personal collection 

arranged in different 

steps 

-collecting 

-arranging 

-combining 

-adding 

-final work 



 

art education explores and activates the individual interaction with visual reality 

   



an open mind = a curious mind 



A small range of useful basic art materials  

-gouache  

-clay 

-wax crayon 

-graphite pencil 

-Indian ink 

-mono print 
 

Images are constitued through exchanges 

between on the one hand the subject and 

the expression of the use of material on the 

other hand. 

basic materials for art education 



tools can be used in different ways 

painting – art – process 

a painting is built up in different layers 

during the work forms and ideas are changing 



color makes form 

to be free to makes choices  

start with coloring 

form and background 

wax crayon 



in general, quality in art does not come by it self, it needs challenges, guiding, experiences and daring;  

it needs time, and a world that invites, presents, demands; it does not need ready made solutions  



 

- artistic development of children increases by professional art education 

- not the ‘freedom’ creates individuality, but use the media and tools in varied way 

- reflection on different visual languages shows the visual expressions of others 

-intensive visual and artistic dialogue creates a visual language and add new skills. 

 

development Laurie development Mark 

quality of art education - developments 



-co-operating in the same painting needs special conditions   

-a joint art work can be realized by creating an own part in the entirety 

-through the colors of the paint it is possible to find the individual form  

art is an individual process 



practical and theoretical experiences for (art) teachers 

materials to make art works 

the Tony Craig box of Jolanda Schouten 

art education symposium NATURALLY ART  



art lessons in Finnish schools 



children’s forest in Saksala ArtRadius  

children can build their own constructions with the materials of the surroundings 



children’s LABYRINTH –  

a place where children can play, enjoy and create a fantasy world 

 



a various answer on the same subject  

or how to change clichés  and increase the intensity in the art work of children  



artists 

(art) teachers 

children 

art lovers 
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